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For a class q of subsets of a set X, let V(v) be the smallest n such that no n-element set 
Fc X has all its subsets of the form ,4 nF, A E V. The condition V(%)C+QC has probabilistic 
implications. Ef any two-element wbset A of X satisfies both A n C = 8 arid A-c b for some 
C, DE. %, then V(q) = 2 if: furd otrly if 0 is linearly -ordered py in&s& Ef S is of the form 
%Zf(nFS1 Ci: CrE$, i =1,2 ., . . . , rl), where each ‘gi is linearly ordkred by inclusiotr, then 
V(S) s n c 1. If #I is an (n - l)-dimensional afllne hyperplane in an n;dimensional vector- space 
of real functions on X, ad % is thte collection of all sets (x : f(x) > 0) for f in Ii; tlwi~ V(%) = n. 
Given a set X, a llzollection ;& of subsets of X, and a finite set F c X, lee A’&(F) 
denote !:he number of distinct sets C n F for C E %L Define 
nP(n):= tnax(A* (FJ : card F= n), 
where, for finite E cart1 F is the number of elements in F. Let 
V(U):= I inf(n : m” (n) < 2”}, i-00 if m’“(n) = 2” for all n. 
Vapnik and Chervonenkis [8] introduced the above-mentioned quantitL:s and 
showed that m*(rr‘~:~ nv(s% 1. 
Let X1,X*, . . . . be i.i.d. (P), where P is a probability law on .X. If V(Z) < +w, 
Vapnik and Chervchnenkis detemlined that under suitable conditions, an unknown 
P can be approximated, unjtormfy on %?, by the empirical measure P,. Further- 
more, using empirical P,, and Q,,,, it may be possible to distinguish between 
unknown laws P and Q; this is related to the problem of pattern recognition 
[8, a)]; for further probabilistic consequences, see [2,4,7]. 
For any probability space 1(.X, 9, f), let W, be the Gaussian pi*ocess, indexed by 
9, with mean 0 and for all J%, B E 9, EW,(A) W/,(B) 1 P(A N3); W$, of course, 
has independent values on disjoint sets. If, for each A, &(A): = WP(A) - 
P(A)Wp(X), GP is a Gaussian process, indexed by 9, with zero mean, such that 
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EG,(A)G,(B) = P(A ;T B) --P(A)P(B) for all A, I3 E 9’. In [2], for a probability 
space (x, 9, P), a collec5on % c 9 is called a P-Donsker class if, together with 
suitable measurability conditions, the convergence of laws Jf’(&P,, - P)) -+ .9(GP) 
holds w&h respect to uniform convergence on % in an appropriate sense. In 
particula:r, a P-Donsker class must satisfy the property that GP has a version that 
is almos: surely bounded on %. If this holds for all P on 9’ 2 %, *then V(q) < +a~ 
PI. 
If V(Z) < +=J and % satisfies some measurability conditions, then % is P- 
Donskei- for all P on 9’ 3 % [2, Section 71. The following example [4] shows that 
V(Z) < -W alone is not sufficient to give limit theorems uniformly on %: consider 
the unit interval I = [0, l] CR. Assuming the continuum hypothesis, [0, l] can be 
well ordt2red by a relation < so that for every y E I, {x : X-C y} is countable. For 
%: = {(x : x 4 y}; y E 1), we have V(%) = 2, yet if P is Lebesgue measure, then for 
ali n, supAEcc: l(P,, -P)(A)) = 1. 
If VM)< +m, % is called a Vuynik-Cheruonenkis class (VW), and V(%) its 
Vapnik-Cheruonerxkis number (VCN). C)ften, in applications, it is important to 
know what the sample size must be in order to assert, with a given high 
probability, that relative frequencies differ from their corresponding probabilities 
by a sufhciently small value over an entire class Ce of events. As a consequence of 
their rnzcin results, Vapnik and Chervonenkis [8] estimated, for VCC’s, sample 
size by means of a function of the VCN. The study of special VCC’s has this 
approacF1 as an underlying motivation. 
Some spe<:ial VCC’s have been investigated and their VCN’s determined. For 
example, Vapnik and ChervGnenkis [8] noted that for the class %& of all rays 
t--m, t] on the real line, V(%,) = 2. Results of Harding [6] imply that for the class 
X(k ) of dll halfspaces in k-dimensional Euclidean space, one has V@!‘(k)) = 
k + 2. For the collection B(k) of all closed balls in Rk, V@(k)) = k +2 [33; an 
easier proof appears below in Section 3. For general methods of generating 
KC’s, see also [2, Theorem 7.2, Proposition 7.121. Here, we sh,all first examine 
VCC’s of the form 
%ie= f) Ci:CiEcei,i=1,2,...,n’, 
( 
1 
i=l II 
where each %i is a class of subsets of X linearly ordered by inckcion; then, in 
Section 3, we shall determine the VCN’s for VCC’s generated @v certain collec- 
tions of functions. 
2. mses linearly ordered by inchsion, amd intersections 
Frcm the definition, it follows immediately that V(v) = 0 iff % is empty, and 
that v(s) = 1 ‘ff % contains exactly one element. For the case V(T) = 2, we begin 
with ;he following: 
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Definition. A finite set FcX is shattered by ‘& ifI ZZF={FnC: CE%). 
ThWHf%BB 2.1, L&t % ={n:+ Ci : Ci E vi, i = 1,2,. . . , n}, where each %i is a ~OtkC- 
tion of subsets of X that is linearZy ordered by iwhsim. 27wn v(E) G n + 1. 
Pmaf. Consider a set F of n + 1 elements of X. For each i, i = 1,2, . . . , n, no 
more than one n-point subset of F is the intersection of F with an element of %i. 
Let Ai denote this n-point subset whenever it exists. If A is an a-point subset of 
F that satisfies A = f n C for some C = f&I Cj E %, Cj E %j, then for i = 
192 , . . . , II, either Ci nF=A or CjnF=F, with Ci fIF=A for at least one i, 
1 g i s n. Therefore, A = Ai for some i = 1,2, . . . , n, which demonstrates that at 
most n n-point subsets of F can be realized as intersections of F with elements of 
%. In conclusion, F is not shattered by %. 
Corolky 2.2. If % c: .ntains at least two elements and is linearly ordered by 
inclusion, then V(%) = 2. 
Proof. Since c& contains at least two elements, V(S) >2, an6 ;he result follows 
from Theorem 2.1. 
In R”, let %i be the collection of all sets {x : 4 G a), a E R, where 4 is the ith 
coordinate. Define ie as in Theorem 2.1 and let F be the standard basis of unit 
vectors in 88”. Then % shatters F, so Theorem 2.1 is sharp for all n. To restrict 
probability measures to % is, of course, to consider their n-dimensional distribu- 
tion functions. 
Also in R”, let %,,-I be the collection of all sets (X : 4 s b) and %zi the 
collection of all sets {x : 4 3 a), where a, b E 08, i = 1,2, . . . , n. Let 
Then by Theorem 2.1, V(%)<2n + I. On the other hand, let 
G:={e,, -e,, . . . ,e,, -G}. where the ei are standard basis vectors for IR”. Teen it 
is easy to see that ;& shatters G. We have tims found V(%) for the cla,. of 
rectangu la: &s: 
Proposition 2.3. Let 
%:= ii[q,bi]:-mc4~b,~+m,i=1,2 ,..., n. ( i=l 1 
Then V(S) = 2n + 1. If we require a, = --oo for all i, then V(q) = n + 1. 
The following example shows that without further assumptions, the converse 01 
Corollary 2.2 is not true. Let X be any set with at least 2 elements; let 
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% = {( r} : x E Xl. ALrough % is not linearly orldered by inclusion, ‘I’(%) = 2. A 
sufficiently strong hypothesis is provided by 
Ttwwem 2.4. Let % be a collection of subsets of X (with card /X Z= 2) 3 uch that for 
euery subset A c X of 2 elements, there exist U k % such that A c U, and DE % 
such that A f7 D = @ Then V(T) = 2 ifl % is Linearly ordered by in&don. 
Prosf. In light of Corollary 2.2, we need prove only one direction of our 
assertion. Suppose % is not linearly ordered by inclusion. Then there exist 
63, C E: % such that S$ C and C$ B. Choosing b E B\C and c E C\B! let A = 
(b, c). Then A is shattered by %, which implies V(Z) > 2. 
C~dlmy 2.5. lf % is a collection of subsets of X such that ($3, X}(: %, then 
W % 1 I= 2 ifl CG’ is linearly ordered by inclusion. 
The collection of all rays f-m, t] on the real line, for --oc)< t < +w, is .an example 
of a class of sets that meets the requirements of Theorem 2.4, but fails to satisfy 
the hypothesis of its corollary. If we take X = { 1,2, . . .} and % as the coilection of 
all finite initial se,gments {I, 2, . . . , n), n a 0, then V(q) = 2; Theorem .2 4 applies, 
althou,gh Corolla:ry 2.5 does not. 
If % is as defined in Theorem 2.1, with n = 2, but is not linearly ordered by 
inclusion, and satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2.4, then V(Z) = 3. kin example 
of such a class of sets is the collection of all extended intervals (--cc, t] in R2; 
another is the class of all closed intervals on the real line. As another 3i?ecial case, 
if 
%i ={LnM: L&Y, MEJU}U{@,X}, 
where 9 and .M are, but % itself is not, linearly ordered by inclusion, then 
V(% I== 3. 
3. Positivity sets for aBine hypeqdanes of reall functions 
If G is a collection of real-valued 
ccdlection of all sets 
i.ms (on a set X, define pas(6) to be the 
pos(g):={xc:X: g(x)>O}, gEG. 
It is known that if G is an n-dimensional vector space of real functions on X, then 
V(pos(G)) = n + 1 (Cover [l]; [2, Theorem 7.211). Taking X = Rk and G as the 
space of affine functions, we reobtain that if Z(k) denotes the set of (open) 
half-spaces of Rk, then V@?(k))= k +2 for al.1 k = 1,2?. . . . Now, let lY be an 
172 -dimensional real vector space of real functions on X, f$ H a real function on 
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X, and define 
H,:={f+h: hEH), 
G:={af+h: h~H,cxR}. 
Since _H1 c G, it follows that V(pos(H,)) s m + 2. Actually, however, we have 
Theorem 3.1. 1f H is an m-dimenj:ional real vector space of red ji~~tions on a set 
X, fq! W a real function on X, and H1 : = {f-t h, h E H), then V(pos(H,)) = m + 1. 
Proof, The argument is similar to that in [2, proof of Theorem 7.21. Let A c X 
with card A = m I- 1. G as defined above is an m + l-dimensional real vector 
space of functions,, The map I’A . l G + lkL that restricts funcions in G to the set A 
is a linear map, which may fail to be surjective. If this is the case, we can fintl 
nonzero v in RA orthogonal to fA<G), in particular, to rA(&), with respect to 
(o, ‘)A, the usual inner product on RA. Ii A+:={x E A : u(x) >O), we may assume 
that A+ is nonempty, since otherwise we can select -v (as M. Artin noted). 
Suppose A+ = A n C, C E pas(G). Then there exists g E G with (x E X : g (x) > 0) = 
c. This implies (rA (g), u) > 0, a contradiction. Now, suppose rA is onto, Viewing 
G and RA as affine spaces, where we ident8y “points” with their vector represen- 
tations, H’l is a hyperplane in G. It follows that rA (H,) is a hyperplane in RA that 
does not include 0. IIence, there exists u E RA such that (h, v)A = -. 1 for all 
h E rA(&)_ Again, let A+ =(x E A : u(x)‘>O). A+ may be empty. If A, = A n C, 
C E pos(H,), take g E H1 such that C =(x c X : g(x) >O). we have (rA(g:‘, v)A 20, 
a contradiction. Therefore, V(pos(H,)) c m + 1. To show that V(pos(& )) > m, we 
appeal to the property that H, is an m-variety of G. This implies that there exists 
a translation 7 such that H = H17 and a subset B of X with card B = m such that 
r&I) = R”, so all subsets of B are of the form B n C, C E pos(Hl). 
As an example of a situation in which A+ = $‘19 let ,X =Q* = {(x, y)}; let H be the 
vector space spanned by the first coordinate function, x; let f = y. Select A = 
(al, a,) where aI = (-1, -1); a2=(1, 2). Represent an element of R” as (rl, yi>, 
where y1 is the a@-coordinate and y2 is the a,nd-coordinate. Then rA(&) = 
((cu, 1 -[Y) : wc[W}, and v = (-1, -1). Therefore, A+ = 9; we cannot achieve @ by 
intersections of A with elements of pos(H,). We can see this graphically as well, 
since pos(H,) consists of the “top halves” of R* determine; by all lines, except 
x = 0, through the origin. This also provides an example of d collection % that is 
not linearly ordered by inclusion, yet satisfies V(% j = 2. Another (simpler) such 
example appears in Section 2 above. 
For a collection G of functions on a set X, wt define nn(G) to be the collection 
of all sets 
nn(g):=(xEX: g(x)S), gEG. 
With H, f, and EL as defined in Theorem 3.1, let H2 : = (s-f+ h : h E pi). By 
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Theorem 3.1, V(p~os(H,j) = m f 1. Taking complements of elemen!:s o-’ pos(H,), 
we have 
Corollary 3.2. V(nn(H,)) = m + 1. 
If H on IWk is the vector space spannt.d by 1 and the coordinates x1, x2,. . . , xk, 
and if f= - lx\* for x E iWk, where 1-1 denotes the usual Euclidean nolam, we obtain 
from Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2: 
Corollary 3.3. 1f B(k) denotes the set a f all open balls 
B(x, s):={y : (x-y(Q), xdSk, 00, 
atad if B(k) denotes the set of all closed’ balls 
R(x,s):={y: (x-yJGs}, xmk, 00, 
then V@(k)) = V@(k)) =L k +2 for all 1’~ = 1,2,. . . . 
The re$ ult for closed balls appeared in [3], wirh a longer proof. 
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